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Abstract
A chain graph is a digraph whose strong components are undirected graphs and a directed
acyclic graph (ADG or DAG) G is essential if the Markov equivalence class of G consists of
only one element. We provide recurrence relations for counting labelled chain graphs by the
number of chain components and vertices; labelled essential DAGs by the number of vertices.
The second one is a lower bound for the number of labelled essential graphs. The formula for
labelled chain graphs can be extended in such a way, that allows us to count digraphs with two
additional properties, which essential graphs have.
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1. Introduction
Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs or ADGs) appear as the graphical structure of
Bayesian networks (DAG models), where each node of a DAG represents a random
variable and the graphical structure encodes the conditional independencies among these
variables. Di5erent DAGs can represent the same conditional independence restrictions.
Andersson et al. show in [1], “that for every ADG D, the equivalence class [D] can
be uniquely represented by a certain Markov-equivalent chain graph D∗, the essential
graph associated with the equivalence class”. They give a characterization of essential
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graphs, consisting of four properties [1, Theorem 4.1] listed in Section 5, of which the
Erst is, that the graph has to be a chain graph. Chain graphs are used for chain graph
models, which are an extension of DAG models and undirected graphical (UG) models.
We start with considering the special case that the essential graph is a DAG in Section
2, i.e., we count the Markov equivalence classes consisting of one element. It is known
[7], that two DAGs are Markov equivalent if and only if they are graphically equiva-
lent. So we enumerate labelled DAGs, which are graphically equivalent to themselves
only. Then in Section 3 we count labelled chain graphs with given number of vertices
and in Section 4 with additionally given number of chain components. Section 5 gives
an extension of the formula for labelled chain graphs, that allows the enumeration of
labelled digraphs, with the Erst three properties of an essential graph. The formulas
for labelled connected chain graphs and labelled connected essential DAGs arise from
a corollary in [4, p. 9]. We remark that in this article generating functions shall be
understood as formal power series. See for example [2].
2. Enumeration of labelled essential DAGs
For the deEnitions in this section we mainly follow [1]. A digraph G is a pair (V; E),
where V is a Enite set, and E is a subset of (V ×V ) \ {(a; a) | a∈V}. Let G ≡ (V; E)
be a digraph. We put in an arrow a → b∈G if (a; b)∈E and (b; a) 	∈ E and write
a line a − b∈G if (a; b)∈E and (b; a)∈E. G is called directed if it contains no
line. The triple (a; b; c) is called an immorality of G if the induced subgraph G{a;b;c}
is a → b ← c. The skeleton Gu of a digraph G ≡ (V; E) is deEned as follows:
Gu :≡ (V; Eu), where Eu = {(a; b) | (a; b)∈E or (b; a)∈E}. A path 
 of length n¿ 1
from a to b in G is a sequence 
 ≡ {a0; a1; : : : ; an} ⊆ V of distinct vertices such that
a0=a; an=b, and either ai−1 → ai ∈G or ai−1−ai ∈G for i=1; : : : ; n. A cycle is a path
with the modiEcation that a0 = an. A DAG is a directed graph that contains no cycle.
We say two DAGs D1 and D2 are graphically equivalent, and write D1∼D2 if they
have the same skeleton and the same immoralities. We note that ∼ is an equivalence
relation. The essential graph D∗ associated with D is the digraph
D∗ = ∪(D′ |D′∼D):
Let a∈V . Then we deEne paG(a) = {b∈V | b→ a∈G}, the set of parents of a. We
say an arrow a→ b∈G is protected in G if paG(a) 	= paG(b) \ {a}. Andersson et al.
state that in a DAG G an arrow a → b∈G is protected if and only if a → b occurs
in at least one of the three conEgurations of Fig. 1 as an induced subgraph.
Andersson et al. formulated in [1] the following:
Corollary 4.1. Let G be a digraph. Then G =D∗ for some DAG D if and only if G
is a DAG and every arrow in G is protected.
This leads us to say, that a DAG G is essential, if every arrow in G is protected.
(see Fig. 2). For a vertex a∈V we deEne inG(a)=|{b∈V | b→ a∈G}| and outG(a)=
|{b∈V | a→ b∈G}|, i.e., the indegree and outdegree of a. A vertex u∈G is a terminal
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Fig. 2. All unlabelled essential DAGs with n= 4 vertices, together with the number of possibilities to label
them.
vertex of G if outG(u) = 0. For the enumeration of labelled DAGs Robinson deEned
in [5] out-points as vertices of indegree 0. The advantage of using terminal vertices,
instead of out-points, in this section is, that removing a terminal vertex from an essential
DAG produces another essential DAG, because this does not inKuence the parents of
any remaining vertex. Every non-empty DAG obviously includes at least one terminal
vertex.
We remark that Robinson counted labelled DAGs in [5] using special generating
functions, and we now proceed in a way similar to Robinsons approach in [6], where
he uses the inclusion–exclusion principle. Let p¿ 1 and E be the set of all essential
DAGs with the vertex set {1; : : : ; p}: Let Ak={G ∈E : k is a terminal vertex of G} for
k =1; : : : ; p and ap = |E|, i.e., the number of labelled essential DAGs with p vertices.
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With the inclusion–exclusion principle we observe that
ap = |E|= |A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ap|=
p∑
s=1
(−1)s+1
∑
16i1¡···¡is6p
|Ai1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ais |:
It remains to determine |Ai1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ais | for 16 i1¡ · · ·¡is6p, where obviously
|Ai1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ais | = |A1 ∩ · · · ∩ As| for s = 1; : : : ; p: If s = p we have |A1 ∩ · · · ∩
Ap| = 1. Let 16 s6p − 1. There are ap−s labelled essential graphs on the vertices
{s + 1; : : : ; p}. Now we have to End the number of all possibilities of adding arrows
from an arbitrary essential DAG G0 ≡ (V0; E0); where V0={s+1; : : : ; p}; to the terminal
vertices {1; : : : ; s}, in such a way that the arising DAG is essential. Let u∈{1; : : : ; s}
and 06 k6p− s. The number of all possibilities of connecting k-subsets of the ver-
tex set {s + 1; : : : ; p} with u by an arrow to u is (p−sk ), but we have to exclude
k-subsets, for which one of the arrows to u is not protected. If k = 0 there is one
(empty) connection, from which we need not exclude anything. Let 16 k6p− s and
{u1; : : : ; uk} ⊆ V0, such that the following deEned directed graph G1 = (V1; E1) is not
essential. V1 = V0 ∪ {u} and E1 = E0 ∪
⋃k
i=1 {ui → u}. Now we assume, without loss
of generality, that u1 → u is not protected in G1, i.e., paG1 (u1) = paG1 (u)\{u1}.
This gives paG0 (u1) = paG1 (u1) = paG1 (u)\{u1} = {u2; : : : ; uk}. Hence we observe
{u1; : : : ; uk} = {u1} ∪ paG0 (u1). Since there is exactly one v∈{u1; : : : ; uk}, such that
{u1; : : : ; uk}= {v} ∪ paG0 (v), the number of k-subsets we have to exclude is∑
v∈G0:inG0 (v)=k−1
1:
We conclude that the total number of allowed connections to u is
1 +
p−s∑
k=1
(
p− s
k
)
−
p−s∑
k=1
∑
v∈G0:inG0 (v)=k−1
1
=1 + (2p−s − 1)− (p− s) = 2p−s − p+ s:
So the number of all possibilities of adding arrows from the arbitrary essential DAG
G0 to the terminal vertices {1; : : : ; s} is (2p−s−p+ s)s. We notice that in this context
the number of connections only depends on the number of vertices of G0, which does
not hold for essential graphs (see Section 5). Finally we obtain
ap =
p∑
s=1
(−1)s+1
(
p
s
)
(2p−s − p+ s)sap−s; where a0 = 1:
Table 1 contains the values of ap for p= 1; : : : ; 18.
There is a great similarity to the formula Robinson derived in [5] for a′p, which is
the number of labelled DAGs with p vertices:
a′p =
p∑
s=1
(−1)s+1
(
p
s
)
2s(p−s)a′p−s;
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Table 1
The number of labelled essential DAGs
p ap
1 1
2 1
3 4
4 59
5 2616
6 306117
7 87716644
8 58874478231
9 90018247082416
10 307775459402071913
11 2322338398654088751036
12 38293189001166839643861795
13 1369158635491114830895696234696
14 105480725505896171175318367295035341
15 17416945807332261902008739771330860775380
16 6135822944296956732394850581214408717635983407
17 4593610714444279508138004912356516576976630931337568
18 7282826244781362402786730219790497196441041965106059709521
Table 2
The ratio of labelled essential DAGs and labelled DAGs
p a′p=ap rounded
1 1
2 3
3 6.25
4 9.2033898305084745762711864406779661016949152542
5 11.1930428134556574923547400611620795107033639144
10 13.5654057166927318784965803931001410914569841346
50 13.6517978587767130605492249753975623244762222357
100 13.6517978587767922407812726034963230493739332648
200 13.6517978587767922407812726035666492227465860406
300 13.6517978587767922407812726035666492227465860406
where a′0 = 1: Now let ep be the number of labelled essential graphs with p vertices.
We have ap6 ep6 a′p. Using Mathematica we computed a
′
p=ap (see Table 2) for
p= 1; : : : ; 500 and observed that a′p=ap6 13:652 which yields
1
13:652
a′p6 ep6 a
′
p;
which is important for applications in the context of Bayesian networks.
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3. Enumeration of labelled chain graphs
Our goal is to apply Theorem 1 in [5, p. 247] to count labelled chain graphs, for
which we will use some terminology of [3,5], slightly modiEed for what we need. Let
G ≡ (V; E) be digraph. We say G is weakly connected if its skeleton is connected
and strongly connected if there is a path from every vertex to every other vertex. An
exception is the empty digraph, which we deEne to be neither weakly nor strongly
connected. The weak or strong components of G are the maximal weakly or strongly
connected subgraphs of G. Given a set of labelled strongly connected digraphs C,
DC is the set of all labelled digraphs whose strong components are in C. G is called
a symmetric digraph or an undirected graph if (a; b)∈E implies (b; a)∈E and G
is a chain graph if its strong components are undirected connected graphs, which
is equivalent to the deEnition in [1]. The strong components of a chain graph are
called chain components. For a set S of digraphs, the exponential generating function
S(x) is
S(x) =
∞∑
n=0
snxn
n!
;
where sn is the number of labelled digraphs in S with n vertices, for n¿ 0, and we
call
PS(x) =
∞∑
n=0
snxn
n!2
( n
2
)
the special generating function for S. Theorem 1 in [5, p. 247] says that,
PDC(x) = (Pe−C(x))−1:
We apply this equation to count labelled chain graphs by taking C to be the set
of labelled symmetric connected graphs, which are equivalent to labelled undirected
connected graphs. We let
G(x) =
∞∑
n=0
2
( n
2
)
xn
n!
and C(x) =
∞∑
n=1
unxn
n!
;
where un is the number of labelled undirected connected graphs with n vertices. By
Theorem 1 in [4, p. 8] we have G(x) = eC(x). Thus we get the equations
G(x)e−C(x) = 1 (1)
and
PDC(x)Pe−C(x) = 1: (2)
The used exponential generating functions are given by
e−C(x) =
∞∑
n=0
knxn
n!
and DC(x) =
∞∑
n=0
cnxn
n!
;
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Table 3
The number of labelled chain graphs
n cn
1 1
2 4
3 50
4 1688
5 142624
6 28903216
7 13663125680
8 14762428500992
9 35888247726445696
10 193881737041021767424
11 2304330431696396880081920
12 59754569042355286885937374208
13 3357295191788547946256710562827264
14 406277343173690380616298900475767586816
15 105353483011750330851978412137816497059481600
16 58281928356644099250737418885678809253671720026112
17 68513769471498408468797797655608613677772893988348624896
18 170559294462656315737643955154796797062365185852959368226340864
where cn is the number of labelled chain graphs with n vertices (Table 3), which we
search. Eq. (1) yields
∞∑
n=0
xn
n∑
r=0
kr2
( n−r
2
)
r!(n− r)! = 1;
from which we get k0 = 1 and
kn =−
n−1∑
r=0
(
n
r
)
kr2
( n−r
2
)
;
assuming n¿ 1. On the other hand, Eq. (2) gives
∞∑
n=0
xn
n∑
r=0
krcn−r
r!(n− r)!2
( r
2
)
+
( n−r
2
) = 1;
which implies c0 = 1 and
cn =−
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
krcn−r2r(n−r);
for n¿ 1.
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4. Enumeration of labelled chain graphs with given number of chain components
We will extend the recurrence relation derived here, in Section 5.2, where we need
to include the number of chain components as an enumeration parameter.
For k¿ 0 let DkC be the set of all labelled digraphs with exactly k strong components,
which are in C and let Gk be the set of all labelled undirected graphs with k weak
components. Slight modiEcations in the proof of Theorem 1 in [5, p. 247] yield for
every N¿ 0
N∑
k=0
(−1)kPGk(x)PDN−kC (x) = 1: (3)
See also Section 5.2 for more details. The exponential generating functions are
Gk(x) =
∞∑
n=0
uknx
n
n!
and
DkC(x) =
∞∑
n=0
cknx
n
n!
;
where ukn is the number of labelled undirected graphs with n vertices and k weak
components and ckn is the number of labelled chain graphs with n vertices and k chain
components. We deEne u00=1, c
0
0=1, u
i
0=u
0
i =0, and c
i
0=c
0
i =0 for i¿ 1. The following
recursive formula for un=u1n, i.e., the number of labelled undirected connected graphs,
can be found in [4, p. 7]
un = 2
( n
2
)
− 1
n
n−1∑
r=1
r
(
n
r
)
2
( n−r
2
)
ur;
where n¿ 1. The same arguments as in [4, p. 7] yield
ukn =
1
n
n+1−k∑
r=1
r
(
n
r
)
uk−1n−r ur;
for k; n¿ 1, where the upper limit of the sum is justiEed by the obvious fact, that the
number of weak components cannot be greater than the number of vertices. Transform-
ing the sum in Eq. (3) we have
1 =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
∞∑
i=0
uki x
i
i!2
( i
2
)
∞∑
j=0
cN−kj x
j
j!2
( j
2
)
=
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
∞∑
n=0
n∑
r=0
ukr c
N−k
n−r x
n
r!(n− r)!2
( r
2
)
+
( n−r
2
)
=
∞∑
n=0
xn
n!2
( n
2
)
n∑
r=0
2r(n−r)
(
n
r
)
N∑
k=0
(−1)kukr cN−kn−r ;
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where we read o5
cNn =
n∑
r=1
2r(n−r)
(
n
r
)
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+1ukr cN−kn−r ;
for n; N¿ 1. Again, using the fact that there cannot be more chain components than
vertices we observe that
cNn = (−1)N+1uNn +
n−1∑
r=1
2r(n−r)
(
n
r
) min(N−1;r)∑
k=max(1;N−n+r)
(−1)k+1ukr cN−kn−r ; (4)
for n; N¿ 1.
5. Enumeration of labelled chain graphs with further properties
In this section we need two further deEnitions from [1]. Let G be a digraph. An
arrow a → b∈G is strongly protected in G if a → b occurs in at least one of the
four conEgurations in Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph, where c1 	= c2. An undirected
graph is chordal if every cycle of length n¿ 4 possesses a chord, i.e., two vertices
connected by a line, which is not part of the cycle. In [1] Andersson et al. proved the
following:
Theorem 4.1 (Characterization of D∗). A graph G = (V; E) is equal to D∗ for some
DAG D if G satis7es the following four conditions:
(i) G is a chain graph;
(ii) for every chain component  of G, G is chordal;
(iii) the con7guration a→ b− c does not occur as an induced subgraph of G;
(iv) every arrow a→ b∈G is strongly protected in G.
5.1. Labelled digraphs with property (i) and (ii)
We want to calculate c′n, the number of labelled digraphs with property (i) and (ii).
Let
G∗(x) =
∞∑
n=0
tnxn
n!
and C∗(x) =
∞∑
n=1
t′nx
n
n!
;
a b
c
(a)
a b
c
(b)
a b
c
(c)
a b
c
(d)
c1
2
Fig. 3. Strongly protected arrows.
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where tn is the number of labelled undirected chordal graphs, and t′n is the number of
labelled undirected chordal connected graphs with n vertices, which can be determined
according to Wormald [8]. Again, Theorem 1 in [5, p. 247] and G∗(x) = eC
∗(x) as in
Section 3 yield the equations
G∗(x)e−C
∗(x) = 1 (5)
and
PDC∗(x)Pe−C
∗(x) = 1: (6)
As in Section 3 we get the recurrence relations for n¿ 1
hn =−
n−1∑
r=0
(
n
r
)
hrtn−r
and
c′n =−
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
hrc′n−r2
r(n−r);
for n¿ 1 and h0 = c′0 = 1.
5.2. Labelled digraphs with property (i), (ii) and (iii)
Our aim is to modify the proof of Theorem 1 in [5, p. 247], such that we can
count labelled digraphs with the Erst three properties. We will now list the necessary
modiEcations.
Let N¿ 1 be the number of chain components. The set DC is deEned as in [5, p.
247] with the restriction that the digraphs in DC satisfy property (iii). An out-component
is a strong component of a digraph, from which no other strong component of the di-
graph can be reached. We remark that Robinson deEned it reversely. The set RC is
replaced by RNC , which is the set of out-rooted digraphs with N strong components,
which are in C, whereby Eq. (8) in [5, p. 247] also holds. The ordered pair ( ; !)
which uniquely determines " in RNC is now an element of (W
k
C; D
N−k
C ), for k=0; : : : ; N .
Any arc joining  and ! must be directed from ! to  and property (iii) implies that
there are p(!)k independent possibilities for including or excluding an arc. Finally
Eq. (9) in [5, p. 249] becomes
N∑
k=0
∑
 ∈WkC
∑
!∈DN−kC
(−1)k x
p( )+p(!)2kp(!)
2
( p( )+p(!)
2
)
p( )!p(!)!
=
N∑
k=0
(−1)k$(WkC(x)DN−kC (2kx)) = 1:
Now, we take C to be the set of labelled undirected connected chordal graphs and
therefore the exponential generating functions are
WkC(x) =
∞∑
n=0
tknx
n
n!
and DkC(x) =
∞∑
n=0
dknx
n
n!
:
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For n vertices and k chain components, tkn is the number of labelled undirected chordal
graphs and dkn is the number of labelled digraphs satisfying the Erst three properties,
with d00 = 1 and d
i
0 = d
0
i = 0 for i¿ 1. As in Section 4 we write
1 =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k$

 ∞∑
i=0
tki x
i
i!
∞∑
j=0
dN−kj x
j2kj
j!


=
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
∞∑
n=0
n∑
r=0
tkr d
N−k
n−r x
n2k(n−r)
r!(n− r)!2
( n
2
)
=
∞∑
n=0
xn
n!2
( n
2
)
n∑
r=0
(
n
r
)
N∑
k=0
(−1)k2k(n−r)tkr dN−kn−r ;
where we read o5
dNn =
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+12k(n−r)tkr dN−kn−r ;
for n; N¿ 1, which can be rewritten similarly to Eq. (4). To gain a recurrence relation
which does not depend on N , we deEne dn =
∑n
N=1 d
N
n for n¿ 1 and d0 = 1, i.e., the
number of labelled digraphs with n vertices satisfying the Erst three properties, and
proceed with
dn =
n∑
N=1
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
N∑
k=1
(−1)k+12k(n−r)tkr dN−kn−r
=
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
n∑
k=1
n∑
N=k
(−1)k+12k(n−r)tkr dN−kn−r
=
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+12k(n−r)
n−k∑
N=0
tkr d
N
n−r
=
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+12k(n−r)
n−r∑
N=0
tkr d
N
n−r
=
n∑
r=1
(
n
r
)
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+12k(n−r)tkr dn−r :
5.3. Remarks to the enumeration of labelled essential graphs
Unfortunately, there is no possibility for counting labelled digraphs, which satisfy all
four properties, i.e., essential graphs, with the methods used here. The reason for this
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is, that the number of possibilities of connecting a terminal vertex with an arbitrary
labelled essential graph G, such that the arising digraph is again essential is not only
dependent on the number of vertices, or chain components of G or the cardinality of the
chain components (as it was for labelled essential DAGs or labelled chain graphs). It
is also dependent on the structure of G, which makes a recurrence relation, in the form
we derived it, impossible. Consider the following example: We can add arrows from
the maximally connected undirected graph G with 3 vertices to a (terminal) vertex in
only one way (the empty connection), such that the arising digraph is again essential.
But if we take away one edge from G, there are three possibilities.
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